NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING
OF THE
EASTERN GREENWICH CIVIC CENTER COMMITTEE

October 7, 2021 at 4 p.m.
Greenwich Town Hall, Cone Meeting Room

PUBLIC MEETING AGENDA

• Call to order at 4 p.m. by Scott Johnson, Co-Chairman.
• Al Monelli to give summary of EGCC updates since prior meeting, including presentations to BET and any other public land use agencies, summary of work performed and updates by Project Architects, TSKP.
• Introduction of Project Architects in attendance in areas of expertise.
• Presentation by Project Architects with visual presentations with explanations of potential choices and alternatives for building interior, finishes and related items, including walls, floors, ceilings, trim work, lighting and the like.
• After presentation, questions by Committee Members only.
• Questions from the public regarding the foregoing.
• Al Monelli will present schedule of next steps and activities and work which will be anticipated and necessary for obtaining any remaining public agency sign-offs in order to process the progression of the construction schedule as estimated and previously outlined. This will include timing for completion of construction drawings and specifications, bid packages, BET approval, gift presentation and approval.
• Questions from Committee Members with respect to the foregoing.
• Public Comment
• Next Meeting
• Motion for Adjournment